
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
PTA Summary of Start of Term 
 
It has been really lovely to get back to some kind of ‘normal’ even if things won’t be ‘normal’ 
for some time. 
 
Mass Covid Testing 
Well over 90% of our student population took up the offer of 2 lateral flow tests at the start of 
September.  
 
Once again the team led by Graham Kirk and Julia Harvey along with a number of loyal exam 
invigilators and other supporters created a highly professional, calm and efficient environment 
that has added greatly to the safety of our community. 
 
The ongoing costs of Covid to school budgets for processes such as this are a concern.  The 
Government has supported schools in some ways but the ‘generous’ headlines in the media 
are not an entirely fair representation and so schools across the county are worried about 
Covid costs to date and for how long Covid will be a budget issue. 
 
Covid 
Known positive cases are currently on the increase in our region and St. Peter’s is following this 
pattern.  We are in daily contact with Public Health and DCC and they are supportive of all of 
our Covid measures.  Like other schools we are monitoring the situation very closely and it may 
be that Public Health advise further measures if rates continue to rise.  
 
We have had confirmation of flu vaccinations for those who are eligible but are awaiting 
confirmation of dates for Covid vaccinations. 
 
Year 7 Escot 
It has been wonderful to start to get back to events that are ‘normal’ in the school year.  All 
Year 7 students had the opportunity to spend a day of team building with their tutor group and 
tutors.  Feedback has been very positive. 
 
Open Day, Evening and Coffee Mornings 
These events have been very well attended with very strong feedback regarding staff and 
particularly the students as usual have been a great credit to themselves and the school.  
 
Admissions 
We are full in all years with healthy waiting lists in each year too.  We continue to be heavily 
over-subscribed.  This is testament to our reputation as a high performing school, our 
distinctive ethos and approaches to character education that are recognised nationally. 
 
Current Staff Adverts 
We are looking to fill the following roles - Examinations Officer, Cover Supervisor, SLT 
Administrator, 2 x TA’s as a result of careful budgeting and increased needs. 
 
Plant a Bulb Week 
I’d value help in getting hold of free resources to support what will be a wonderful legacy 
project for the school.  

 


